Security and Home Control

Your Gateway to a Smarter Home

Life in tune.

Honeywell Lyric™

Security. Comfort. Life. Perfectly connected.
You don’t operate on a fixed schedule. Why should your home?
Lyric is designed for how you really live, with a wireless connected
platform that makes your home safer, smarter and more enjoyable.
Individually, each product performs brilliantly. Together, they’re a
way to orchestrate life.
No schedules, no programming, and no complex menus—simply
security and comfort when you’re home, and savings when you’re
away. Welcome to your connected home.
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Can be placed on a desk or counter top at a 30 or 60 degree angle or mounted on virtually any indoor wall.

Lyric™ Gateway
You’re in Control

With Lyric Gateway, you can enjoy easy, affordable, automatic control of security, garage doors, locks,
lights, thermostats and more—without having to remember to do them. Or, just control things from
your everyday mobile devices or a sleek, easy-to-use interface whenever you want. The only limitation
is your imagination.
Control at Home
Think you forgot to turn off your porch lights while watching a movie? Just
check your mobile device. You can also control Gateway directly on the sleek,
easy-to-use interface, which blends with any decor. It works via cellular, Wi-Fi®
or Ethernet, with a flexible design that lets you place it virtually wherever you
want in your home and take it with you if you move. There’s even a battery
and radio you can replace yourself—saving time and money.
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Lyric™ Wireless Family
Whole-House Protection

Lyric works with sensors featuring Honeywell SiX™ two-way wireless technology—enhancing the
effectiveness of your security system and providing you with complete, whole-house protection.
Stylish and unassuming, they preserve the beauty of your home while protecting it.

Smoke Detector

Motion Detector

Siren

Provides the ultimate protection of life
and property and can be professionally
monitored 24/7. When one detector
sounds, they all do—helping to ensure
you’re notified wherever you are in

Can detect an intruder’s movement
while letting pets up to 80 lbs. move
freely about your home.

Alerts you to alarm conditions
with a loud siren and a bright,

Glassbreak Detector

Two-Way Wireless Key

Listens for the sound of breaking
glass and provides an excellent first
line of defense against intruders.

Provides easy, fingertip control

your home.

Door/Window Sensor
Low-profile devices provide superior
protection for doors and windows.
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flashing colored strobe light.

of security, lights and other
devices and visually indicates
system status with a bi-color LED.

Voice Guidance
We’re Talking Technology

Lyric™ provides friendly, informative voice
guidance—making operation simple by
walking you through each and every step.

Arming to
home mode.

Say hello to convenience.
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Smart Scenes

Savings, Comfort and Control
Lyric™ makes it easy to automate scenes for energy savings, comfort

Reinventing the Round®

and security. Leaving for the day? Your lights can go off, the garage

In 1953, Honeywell forever

door can lock and the thermostat can adjust itself to a more economical

changed thermostats with the

setting. Unlock the front door for the babysitter or dog walker at the

introduction of the Round. More

same time every week, have the lights turn up as the sun goes down

than 60 years later, we’ve come

and always enter a comfortable, well-lit home.

full circle—reinventing the round
thermostat with Lyric. It features
the same iconic shape with a
sleek, modern look and smart
technology to make your
home more comfortable
and energy efficient.
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Mobile Control

Any phone. Any tablet. Anywhere.
Lyric™ turns your smartphone into a smart home—whether you’re
across the street or across the world. Enjoy easy, app-based
control of security, thermostats, lights, locks, garage doors,
cameras and more, and get iOS push notifications and real-time
text, email and video alerts when important events occur.
It’s the smartest way to stay connected.
Time for Convenience
Want to control your security

*Available in U.S. only.

Stay on Track

system right from your wrist?

GPS tracking* puts you in the driver’s seat,

Our Apple Watch® app offers you

letting you keep tabs on your vehicles,

at-a-glance visibility into what’s

valuables—even teenage or elderly loved

happening in your home—even

ones on the road.

without a smartphone.
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Video

Picture the Possibilities
Who says you can’t be everywhere at once? View live video
on the go and see what happens the instant it happens on your
smartphone or tablet. Whether you want to peek in on your pets,
check up on your parents, keep up with your kids or just keep
them close, Lyric™ puts peace of mind in the palm of your hand.

Real-Time Video Alerts

Camera Viewing

Customize alerts by time, day or motion detection so you

View up to six indoor or outdoor cameras at a time on

only see what you want to see. Know if a delivery arrives,

your mobile devices—a great way to keep an eye on your

view who comes and goes and see what’s going on when

family and home wherever the day takes you.

you’re not there.
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Apple TV®

Your home. Your family. Your life. Now playing on a TV near you.
Would it be convenient to check on your baby from the comfort of your couch? How about
seeing who’s at the front door late at night without having to leave your bed? If you’re an
Apple TV owner, you can now look in on your home with live, streaming video feeds, review
video events, move pan/tilt cameras, record video clips of current views and see live security
system status 24/7 directly on your TV.

Video Alarm Verification

Video Doorbell

Have video clips sent to your central station when an

See, hear and speak to visitors at the front door—such

alarm is tripped—letting monitoring personnel look in,

as babysitters, dog walkers or relatives—and arm or

determine event severity and arm emergency responders

disarm the security system and lock or unlock the door

with the information they need prior to arrival onsite.

all from the same screen.
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Lyric™ Keypad
Simple Protection

The Lyric Keypad enables easy, on-premises security system
control for the ultimate convenience and flexibility. Sleek and
stylish, it looks great on walls, tabletops or nightstands. Arm or
disarm your system, summon emergency response and receive
system status updates with sound and voice virtually anywhere
in your home.
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24/7 Monitoring
You Sleep. We Don’t.

You and your family can enjoy peace of mind 24 hours a day,
seven days a week by having Lyric™ monitored by a central
station. These highly trained professionals are always standing
by, ready to send help to your home in the event of a burglary,
fire, carbon monoxide event or other emergency.
So, get some sleep. We’ll be up all night.
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